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The Filmfare Critics Award for Best Movie, Anurag Kashyap wrote and directed the Netflix original series
Rab Ne Bana Di Jodi, which stars Anushka Sharma and Varun Dhawan. The show premiered at the 67th
BAFTA Television Awards on 14 February 2020. Chhello Divas Part 2 is released today, 15 Dec, 2020,

through youtube. The film receives huge response, positive. So much hype and hype people watching this
film, this film is loved by all Gujarati population. About the Film The journey is more than a year of

making. At a specific point of time, it was there. It took 12 years to make it, it took almost 12 years to get
it, and got it finally. It is a movie that changed the meaning of the word ‘Cinema’. It is a movie that

changed the meaning of the word ‘Film’. Chhello Divas Part 2 is released today, 15 Dec, 2020, through
youtube. The film receives huge response, positive. So much hype and hype people watching this film,
this film is loved by all Gujarati population. It’s an eventful day for the Gujarati Film Industry. Chhello

Divas celebrated their first anniversary today. Everyone applauds the success of Chhello Divas. We all
wish that in future many more Chhello Divas will be seen in the future. After this experiment, the double

role of Haji became a hit among the audience and the film was shot again making it even better. The
actors share credits for acting in Haji and Haji. There was a mixed response from the critics upon release.

The critics particularly liked Haji's double role and said that it was best acting performance of Aditya
Menon, who also impressed with his innovative tricks and speech.
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Sarvjeet the director said,
In south India original print
of films are even rare. This
is quite problematic for us.

We dont have option to
compete with piracy. We
can tell movie is of good

quality and it hits the right
chord in society. But there
are only a few people in
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my country who watch
good movies. I didnt know

to much about the film
industry in our country

until three years ago when
I came to Mumbai. I used

to direct and produce
movies in college.

Gradually I fell in love with
Bombay. It became my
home. For me, it is the
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heart of Indian film
industry. I do not think

that Gujarat is a heart of
Gujarati cinema. State has

its own style of film, but
from where they come
from? Andhra they are
from southern part of

India. There are definitely
many Gujarati films in the

market but they are all
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very old. When I was
looking for ideas, I do not
see such films that are so
fresh that you can watch

immediately after having a
meal. I am really sorry.
Noor the actor said, In

Gujarati films are rather
not very good. I dont know

who came with ideas.
Directors of these movies
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are great. We may not
have proper infrastructure,
but we have our own style.
There are many of Gujarati
films in the market but we
are not selling. In Gujarati
cinema, a new generation
is coming. New directors,
New writers, new faces,

even the clothes are
different. Its the fashion
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statement. The film has
been produced in the semi

silence of the day and
night in the city of Gujarat.

Where film is like a
festival, 'when you come
to me, I wont start and

when I finish, even if I do
not finish, I will also start.
It is also different from our

live.' Director said. And
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after the film release,
regardless of rating of the
movie, it is like a festival.
In the beginning, it was

around the show time and
the audience was not

watching films at all. It
was about five to six years
ago. He said, There was a
film festival for about five
to six years in the city of
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Surat. There were few
Gujarati films. 5ec8ef588b
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